Penn Players Present Three One-Act Plays

by Michael W. Zuckerman

The Pennsylvania Players will present three of their student-directed, in-House, community-music, amateur productions, February 16, at 8:15 p.m, in the J. C. Dickey Auditorium of the Pennsylvania Hall.

The program for the evening will feature "The Valets," by Hall and Malcom; "The Merry Player," by W. S. Gilbert; and "The Gift," by R. F. Sylph. Admission for the performance will be free.

"The Valets" is an offertory piece, written by a former member of the Players. The two plays are the final actual project of the student directing class and are being presented in order to raise funds to continue the work of the Players.

The Pennsylvania Players will hold tryouts for "The Browning Versions," by Eugene O'Neill, author of "Separate Tables," on February 15 and February 23, from 2 to 6 p.m. in Room 110 of the Palestra, and February 16, at 10 p.m. in J. C. Dickey Auditorium.

The role directed by the director of Henry Jaglom, is the second production to be selected for the Penn Players for this spring. They will also present the musical "Flower Drum Song," under the supervision of Kathleen C. Qui, director of the Players.

The third production has been presented by the Players in several previous occasions in occasion of performance in the Philadelphia area. The cast for the productions includes Carol Eisenstadt, Myra Fish, Norma Foia, Suzanne Kellv, Walter Van Thiel and Joseph Wieland in "The Gift," Fred Chalkey, Richard Lydon, Patricia Krug, Patricio Lavin, Jerome Majzo and Ernst Stein in "The Moving Finger," and Anthony Call, Donald W. Schreiber, Stephen Murose, Carolyn Stinchfield and Andrew Stimson in "The Valley." Currently, the Penn Players are participating in the annual Philadelphia Art Festival which is including performances by the students and faculty. They have already presented a scene from "The Desert Fox" on television.

Fraternity Continues Rushing

by Thomas E. Robbins

The high cost of living has hit the Ivy League Fraternity: in fact, the average fraternities have been hit hard by the cost of living. The Penn fraternity is not an exception. The cost of living for this year is up approximately 15% from last year. This is due to the increase in the cost of food and rent. The fraternities have been forced to cut down on their social activities in order to cover the increased costs. The fraternities have also been forced to cut down on their social activities in order to cover the increased costs.

The fraternities have been forced to cut down on their social activities in order to cover the increased costs. The fraternities have also been forced to cut down on their social activities in order to cover the increased costs.

Ivy League Colleges Reveal Tuition Increases For '59-60

by Thomas E. Robbins

The high cost of living has hit the Ivy League fraternities. Although there have been no announced tuition increases for the year 1959-1960, the two universities which have announced increases are Columbia and Harvard, whose fraternities this year increased tuition by 15% and Dartmouth 25%.

The increase in tuition is due to the increase in the cost of living. The increase in tuition is due to the increase in the cost of living. The increase in tuition is due to the increase in the cost of living. The increase in tuition is due to the increase in the cost of living. The increase in tuition is due to the increase in the cost of living.

No Comment Here

Although no officials or definite statements have been made by the University authorities, it is thought that the increase will be between 15% and 25%. If the increase is realized, a 50% increase will have been made over the past year of $500. The increase for the coming year is $1,250. Yale and Dartmouth follow

as the most expensive with the figures for Colgate, New York, increased 15% and Dartmouth 25%.

Both Penn and Harvard have made no official releases concerning the increases. The increase in the coming year's tuition is $1,250.

Penn Students Rally Against Unionization

by James E. Robinson

The high cost of living has hit the Ivy League fraternities. Although there have been no announced tuition increases for the year 1959-1960, the two universities which have announced increases are Columbia and Harvard, whose fraternities this year increased tuition by 15% and Dartmouth 25%.

The increase in tuition is due to the increase in the cost of living. The increase in tuition is due to the increase in the cost of living. The increase in tuition is due to the increase in the cost of living. The increase in tuition is due to the increase in the cost of living. The increase in tuition is due to the increase in the cost of living.
Versatility Versified

A German volunteer officer, New York's no bundler, a Southern sheriff, Captain Alvarado, a Bishop school, another of an American university, a psychologist, in business, a Chinese chef, Uncle Lajo, a French general, an old Dutch trimm, and the world great world of today's students will appear at the University of Pennsylvania Museum April 22nd at 8:30. The most impor
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Will You Be President Of Your Firm at 40?

3-Years-Young Corporation Head Charts Course For Ambitious \\
would-be Executives

Less than 12 years ago, John D. Hom was in college. Today he heads a nation-wide corporation marketing new products at close to $5,000,000 per year. The plan he followed is this: a book; HOW TO BECOME A CORPORATION PRESIDENT BEFORE 40; WITHOUT ULCERS. A chapter titled

How to Select Your Career Company

has been expanded into a pocket-size book bound directly to members of the Class of '29 now looking for job opportunities. This handy, helpful book is being offered exclusively in orders of college and university publications, or at the pre-publication price of only 60c, postpaid (or 2 copies for $1). ORDER YOURS TODAY.
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YOUR CAREER COMPANY, by John D. Hom, I understand that I may return the book(s) in 5 days for full refund if I am not entirely pleased.
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Idol Of The College

Penn Panned

Editor, Daily Pennsylvania: The question of the place of college fraternities is only a part of a larger question confronting a majority of American Universities, in the purpo

it is my opinion that a university education should be designed to enable the broadest possible appreciation of the arts and sciences. An education of this sort can only be a product of intensive study and extensive reading. Such institu

In history, my friend not only read forty pages from Palme's History of the Modern World each work, he is also responsible for all appropriate selections in primary sources. This past week, e.g., he had to read twenty-five pages from Calvin and one hundred and forty-five from Luther. Later he will r

Similar demands are placed on my friend in his other three subjects. His course in natural science teaches the development of methods and practices from Galileo and Copernicus to Bohr and Planck, showing the bearing of Theory of Evolution, of Relativity of Solidarity, and Heisenberg's Law have had upon science and the modern world. Those same academic demands confront the student of foreign languages at Harvard, and as a result, Harvard students will write as much material on an alien language course as is covered in a first year course at Pennsylvania. Finally, in the Hu

It is obvious that the student at Harvard, as well as the students at the other really great centers of learning, spend their time receiving a full education. These students do not come from tranches because they have the feeling that they are not ready for them. They do become more independent and less like boys, but is a community of scholars.

Douglas Rattorf

Legitimacy Revealed

Editor, Daily Pennsylvania: A recent example, the Interfraternity Council Disciplinary Committee decided that there was no fraternit

We requested that the functions and members of the Committee be published and that all students be notified to notify members of the committee concerning knowledge of any fraternity violating (Continued on page three)
Letters - (Continued from page two)

the ruling itself. We also wanted to publicize the fact that any freshman caught would lose his running privileges.

Our request was met with a small box on the front page of the paper and they omitted the name of the house. This action has greatly hurt the prestige of the Discipline Committee. Many fraternities and houses are responsible individuals on campus feel that the action was not severe enough to warrant sanctions, and as a result, illegal running will continue until this feeling is dispelled. Although this first violation was lightly punished, all houses and fraternities should consider themselves warned now, and future violations will be given the maximum penalty. We hope that in the future, the Daily Pennsylvanian will not fail in aiding the Committee to meet the punishment to its fullest extent.

Philip S. Nyman
President, IFC

Let's All Swear
Editor, Daily Pennsylvania:

A Threat To Freedom

Under this heading in The Daily Pennsylvania of Sunday, February third, appears just such a threat. The last two sentences of the article state—"Clear-thinking individuals of every shade of political inclination must realize the inherent danger present. It is not too late to act." Truer words were never spoken.

When presidents of many institutions, as stated in the article, can advocate freely spending taxpayers money to educate individuals who do not think enough of our present form of government to wish to take such an oath, it is high time to act.

What is freedom of thought? People are placed in mental institutions when they express too much freedom of thought. Where, then, shall the line be drawn? It shall be drawn when it is written in the National Defense Education Act. I am sure that Raids and her satellites will gladly assume the role of the more liberal minders. Did ourboys die in vain in these last several wars? Restrictions are necessary in any civilization and freedom of thought is a lease term that has been used in the past to good advantage by not sympathetic nations.

Let us reserve our tax money to educate those deserving and needy students who think enough of our government to be willing to sign the affidavit as required.

The value of the oath is based on our honest laws which permit communities to act freely in this country. One of the few means of apprehending these isthe ploy, which makes this oath very valuable and, of course, desirable for the communities to remove. There is no mention of political parties in the oath, and I can see no real difference in loyalty.

Name Withheld Upon Request
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Con Edison wants men who can grow fast—men who can prove their ability and move ahead to increasingly important staff and management jobs.

Con Edison has 800 top management and staff posts. 90% of the men now holding these positions must be replaced in the next 15 years almost entirely because of retirements. Over 250 of these vacancies will be filled in the next five years.

Con Edison will spend $800 million in the next five years to expand and improve its electric, gas and steam services. The program includes a 275,000 K.W. nuclear power plant at Indian Point in Westchester County.

Our big construction program, together with our management replacement needs, spell truly exceptional opportunities which is the only one that can really grow in the years to come and that is the one we in the Placement Office have.

Your Placement Office has copies of our brochure.

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.

9 IRVING PLACE, NEW YORK 3, N.Y.

ENERGY IS OUR BUSINESS

News Summary - (Continued from page one)

an attempt end yesterday when the post's lawyer changed his plea to guilty and threw him on the mercy of the court.

Both of the previously tried suspects in the murder of the Penn graduate student were found guilty in previous trials. Alfred Horum, 19, was sentenced to die for his part in the killing and Franklin Marshall, 17, drew a 10-20 year term in prison.
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Open Monday to Friday—1 to 7 p.m.
Saturday—10 to 4 p.m.
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Frosh Cagers Defeat Hawks; Zajac Tallies 27 For Penn

Penn's Bob Kelly is shown being foaled to the Palestra last night.

by Paul Strahl

Paced by Bob Zajac, Penn's Freshman basketball squad (6-3) snapped St. Joseph's quintet's three game winning streak with an 89-78 victory over the Hawks at the Palestra last night.

Zajac netted 27 points on seven field goals and 15 free from the foul line. He also set up several important Quaker baskets and held the Hawk's high scoring center Dan Hugry to 14 points.

Dean Beigel and Bob Kelly also hit double figures for the Red and Blue, gathering 16 and 12 markers, respectively. All Thomas, Penn's 6-4 center, started his first game of the season and hit double figures with 10 talls.

The victory was paced by Harry Bond and Tom Morrison, who scored 19 and 17 points, respectively.

The Hawks opened up a 12-11 advantage in the first three minutes of the contest. The Quakers, led by Zajac's point guard, took the lead at 17-16 with 10:20 remaining in the half.

Penn slowly opened up its advantage in the closing minutes of the first stanza and left the count at intermission with a 42-31 lead.

The Quakers started out a 45-33 lead in the first two minutes of the second half, but the Hawks pulled back and narrowed the margin to 50-47 with 15:10 remaining. Paced by Zajac and Roche, Penn pulled away to a 61-46 lead in the second half, but the Hawks cut the lead to 72-72 with 5:00 remaining.

Zajac netted seven straight points in the closing minutes of the contest as the Quakers pulled away to an 89-78 victory.

The Red and Blue's shooting from the field was a phenomenon 48.7%, however they won the game at the foul line, where they made 35 foul shots in 46 tries.

Batrodf, Frosh Ace, Counted On Heavily In First Track Test

Penn young Bob Batdorf will be the man to watch on Saturday when the Quaker's freshman indoor track team makes its jolly trip to Navy for its initial meet of the season.

Batrodf was a standout performer for Mercersburg Academy, in the shot put, discus and javelin events. In the course of last Spring's competition at the Western Pennsylvania preparatory school he threw the javelin 206 feet and also flipped the discus 151-foot mark. Both of these performances are better than present all University standards at Penn.

In the 12-pound shot put event, Batdorf has recorded a 50'6" throw, which should mark him as a strong favorite for 16 pound shot put honors at the Middle meet. Larry Reinholt, Lou Forrest and Ed Orem are the other Red and Blue Throwers in the event.

Mike Bracca, who has turned in a 4:08 mile, will be a trio of Quaker throwers in the distance events. Bob Schleske and Bob Goff will see double duty in both the mile and two mile events.

The 60 yard high hurdles should prove to be another strong con-tender for the Penn squad according to past performances. Jack Fes-hot, placed second in the WPIAL Championships last Spring when he ran a 6.90 clocking of the 180-yard low hurdle event. Paul Kelley was timed in 21.2 for the same distance. Gene Gonnell and Frank Bitterd have all starred in hur-dle entries in the timber-topping test.

Mike Morel and Harry Rockman will both see action in the race in the Navy engagement. The freshman will be entered in his first event in which he has enjoyed 18" and Rockman 20". The former will also compete in the high jump where he is also expected to run the 60-yard dash.

Duelers Gain Second Victory By Routing Engineers, 22-5

The Red and Blue varsity squash team played host to an undefeated Harvard squad on the Thomas R. K. Ringge memorial courts at 3:30 this afternoon.

Claude Flair, the precursor chosen in number one pair, has been removed from the ineligible list, and will return to action today to square up against Harvard.

The Crimson has pulled over all of its opponents this season, including powerful Army. Army beat the Quakers earlier this season, 9-0.

Harvard's fine showing this season has been the result of the efforts of seven lettermen, of whom, John Davis and Al Vinton, are ranked highly in the East. Captain Davis and Vinton have both won all six of the games that they have played so far this season.

Squashmen Face Harvard

Pennsylvania's varsity squash brain plays host to an undefeated Harvard squad on the Thomas R. K. Ringge memorial courts at 3:30 this afternoon.

Joe Corriere

Arrow cotton Wash-and-Wears earn their way through college

Why spend date money sending shirts home? Just wash and dry these Arrow cotton wash-and-wears and you're ready to go.

Only Arrow offers such a wide range: your favorite styles of collars and cuffs in Oxford and broadcloth, in white, solids and patterns. And every shirt features exclusive Arrow Mitoga®-tailoring.

$4.00 up.
Chubb, Peabody & Co., Inc.
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Eli Freshman Sextet Drubs Penn, 15-1; Quaker Defense Powerless Under Attack

A stunned Penn hockey club returned from New Haven last night the recipients of the worst drubbing ever handed a Quaker squad.

The Yale sextet pulled an 11-3 decision, completely humbling the Penn defense and netted 15 goals on 24 shots. It was the first time in the history of the franchise.

Obviously let down after losing a sudden-death overtime game to Princeton's punters Saturday, the Quakers, in coach Jack Cleveland's words "couldn't do a thing. Everything they were Saturday, they were Monday."

The Penn coach expressed his displeasure by pointing out that the same Princeton team which Penn held to a 3-2 count, fought a closer game with Yale six before succumbing.

One of the more disappointments was the play of the defense and goalie Dick Schwartz, who folded under pressure and allowed the Blue to capitalize on too many loose pucks.

Cleveland went on to say that the Blue's defense was better than Penn, but were in the right spot in the right time and rendered the Quakers powerless to stop their hard-hitting attack. Yale's superiority second period goal, which slipped by the Eli netminder, was Penn's only scoring threat during the contest.

Generalized control of one of the Ivy League powers in the ice sport, the Yale sextet put on an exhibition of well-drilled power plays and defense that left no doubt that the Blue intends to remain on top of the Eastern League. Coach Don McNel kept having reserves ready on the ice and it seemed as if everyone who carried a stick scored a goal, except the goalie.

I-M Cage Highlights

At the Bakst and Fremat basketball championships enter their final weeks of play, one team seemed destined to win it all.

In the Intercollegiate League's Woodland division, Darm II rolled over Darm I, 55-16, February 10, to notch its fourth straight victory, sporting a roster rostering last fall's football programs, Darm II has outscored its opposition 223-75 in previous games.

In other action Thursday, Rod- ne-Crass defeated the Continentals, 29-20, to sew up a 3-1 record and solidify its hold on first place in the Spruce League. Graduate-Pro- fessor defeated Thomas Penn's fourth floor by a 49-31 count to remain one game behind the leaders.

The Continental Independent loop is led by undefeated Ebenwy, who triumphed the previous unseasoned Ivy Club, February 9, to practically clinch the title. In independent action Saturday, Ebenwy opposes Army ROTC-C, the Engineers plays Army ROTC-A, W. R. W. E. A. Club meets Warwick's third floor, and the Ivy Club hosts Navy ROTC.
Ford's Racquetmen
Top Yearlings, 7-0
The first and only fireworks assault team stopped in 8th" split decision in as many starts yesterday in a powerful Haverford Prep school squad 7-0 on the latter's court.

Playing in the number one spot for the Quakers was Mr.
AIken who lost to the Pur's Ralph 

Hawks Nip Cagers
(Continued from page one)

A St. Joe's pass under Penn's basket and travel to John Marazan, but Marazan missed, and St. Joe's gained the ball as the clock ran out.

When George Schmidt, the game's high point man with 20, drew the fourth personal with four minutes gone to the second half, it marked a turning point in the game for the Quakers. Up to that time they had been effectively containing the St. Joe's attack with a man-to-man de-
tive, but were forced to switch to a 1-3-1 zone, giving Schmidt the opening to come through with his timely jump shots.

The Quakers are now 15-7, while St. Joseph's holds a 15-8 record. Last night's City Series victory clinched a tie for the Big Five crown for the Hawks.
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SOLID-STATE CIRCUITS CONFERENCE
Sheraton Hotel
Feb. 12-13

Advancing the "State of the Art" is important at Litton Industries Electronic Equipments Division in Southern California. Research, development and production include:

INERTIAL GUIDANCE AND OTHER CONTROL SYSTEMS
AIRBORNE DIGITAL COMPUTERS AND DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS
AIRBORNE TACTICAL DATA HANDLING SYSTEMS; DISPLAY SYSTEMS

Importate programs in these areas have created new openings on our staff for Scientists and Engineers who can make significant contributions in the following circuitry fields:

ADVANCED SOLID-STATE RESEARCH
HIGH SPEED MAGNETIC MEMORIES
TRANSISTORIZED DIGITAL AND ANALOG COMPUTERS
DISPLAY INFORMATION CIRCUITS

For personal interview, contact Mr. Marvin Foli or Mr. Colby Ross at the Convention hotel.

LITTON INDUSTRIES Electronic Equipments Division
Bevisly Hills, California
March 3 Deadline Set
For Student Art Exhibit

Entries for the Student Art Exhibit, sponsored by the Hunton Gall and the Bennett Union, in the March 8 Samuel J. Stevenson, chairman of the event announced.

The contest begins March 9 at 3 p.m. in the West Lounge of Hunton Hall. It is scheduled to continue there for one week.

The exhibit is divided into the following categories: oil, water, fabric design, sculptures, pot, mosaics, graphics, and prints and crafts—woodcuttings, metal, prints, and ceramics.

Prizes will be awarded for outstanding work in each category. Entry blanks for the contest may be obtained at the Hunton Hall information desk.
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The Ivy Indispensables

Oxford tab and button-down collar — Reg. $4.95

Now—$2.00 for $5.50
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LOU BURKE'S

SLAX 'N JAC'S

26 S. 15th St.

Open Mon., Wed., Fri. to 9. Other Days 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.